“What is Living Spring?”

Call for Donations

Living Spring is one square mile of land and sits in the middle of nowhere in Montana (USA)
- and yet Living Spring is in the middle of life for everyone who is there. It is a place to which
anyone can go, who wishes to experience grounding, healing, and awareness (realization).
It is an invitation to each individual, who seeks to unfold his personality.
What does Living Spring?
Christa Phillips – she founded Living Spring, leads it on and accompanies people in their
inner processes.
Inner processes may concern
 Personal experiences from childhood, relationships, family, career
 Personal development, grounding, self-realization
 The healing of fears, neuroses , phobias, allergies
 Goals, meaning, liberation, awakening of consciousness
Every individual has his own path and history.
My own path to Christa Phillips came about by the sudden death of my sister in 2007.
The inner work and personal development that I have experienced since, is of a priceless
value to me.
I know from many others, that they have had similar experiences on Living Spring for which
they are just as grateful. It may be important to know that Christa’s work is rewarded
exclusively with voluntary donations.
I hope I was able to give you a first impression about Living Spring‘s valuable work with my
words. And I also hope that you may support the work on Living Spring with a donation of
your choice (I cannot issue a donation receipt).
I have written to a few of my (business)-friends and I will be happy about any contribution
(no matter what amount). It I important for me to mention at this point that a “no, thank you”
will be as respected as a donation.
If interested please use the following banking information:
Daniel de Juan
Bank: Sparkasse Herford
Routing # BLZ 494 501 20
Account # 1100 70 65 95
For questions and/or conversation about Living Spring I am gladly available.
However, during 2015 I cannot continuously be reached, as I am travelling overseas!

Daniel de Juan

